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The Bigger The Heart
 
The heart swings and sings,
The mind seeks and clings,
The golden bell sounds with rings
The sacred scouts reign with wings,
The bigger the heart,
The bigger the heartache,
 
I sing with passion,
I move with fashion,
I love with intention,
I embrace with affection,
I complement with affection,
The bigger the heart,
The bigger the heartache,
 
They watch and marvel,
They see us travel,
They read our novel,
They can't see us handle a shovel,
The bigger the heart,
The bigger the heartache,
 
In love we pain,
In lust we stain,
In lubber, we  strain,
The bigger the heart,
The bigger the heartache,
 
We still stay strong,
We hope to stay long,
The bigger the heart,
The bigger the heartache,
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Till I Shine
 
Before the morning sun,
The voice still calls me hun,
In the morning dew still can run,
My feet cannot stun,
The love is mine,
Till I shine.
 
I have faced the tide,
I have lost pride,
I made some strides,
In challenges still can glide,
I can grow big and wide,
The love is mine,
Till I shine
 
We can't all climb a pine,
But one can drink some wine,
In parties, we opt to dine,
When holy we opt for the vine,
Let's learn to protect our spine,
The love is mine,
Till I shine
 
Til I shine, I will wine and dine, the love is mine
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Wine From Poet
 
Like a dove I land alive,
With reason, vision and mission,
With warm hands u have me,
To rest at the crest with legends,
I sip sweet and legendary,
Wine from a poet.
 
Though old yet still gold,
Not cold new to scold,
I thot he was bold,
To find his arm hold,
I mean me! it's just,
Wine from a poet,
 
Kumarmani Mahakul,
Can many see me rise,
When u alone  can see my price,
The lucky eye of a legend,
Ask what I see,
wine from a poet,
 
Its a dream with a beam,
I need some ice and some cream,
Soon they with joy they will scream,
You saw that steam,
Ask what the steam means,
Wine from a poet.
 
Thank you Kumarmani
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